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The book ‘HIRAETH’ takes the readers into a long yet inspiring unending journey, which is filled with desires, aspirations, hopes,
regrets, emotional break downs, loss,guilt and at times hopelessness towards attainment, towards discovering the long left home
of love which never exsisted in reality through some finest collection of poems and write-ups of the author. Each and every word in
the book would uncover the known as well as the unknown mysteries of love and relationships sometimes implicitly and at times
explicitly. Through its poems and write-ups the book tries to bridge the gap between love and unlove. The book offers something
for everyone and for any emotion. It would provide readers a space to interact with their true inner core feelings which may lead to
healthy introspections as well as retrospections. The book would provide the readers to explore the multiple faces of different
emotions. Through its poems and write-ups the book in an unfashioned manner brings light over the genuine interaction between
life, love and relationships, and how they can be seen as one as well as different at the same time. Every write-ups in the book has
a multi-layer approach which I believe would be immensely insightful and engaging for the readers. The book would help you to be
insync with your real self. And after reading the book I assure you, you would be better aware of your inner as well as the outer
self.
A befitting tribute to the poet who once described himself as 'collyrium for men's eyes', freely offering to make their vision cleaner.
Justice will be swirled by amateur sleuth Riley Rhodes in the first in Meri Allen's brand-new mystery series, The Rocky Road to
Ruin! Riley Rhodes, travel food blogger and librarian at the CIA, makes a bittersweet return to her childhood home of Penniman,
Connecticut – land of dairy farms and covered bridges - for a funeral. Despite the circumstances, Riley’s trip home is sprinkled
with reunions with old friends, visits to her father’s cozy bookshop on the town green, and joyful hours behind the counter at the
beloved Udderly Delicious Ice Cream Shop. It feels like a time to help her friend Caroline rebuild after her mother’s death, and for
Riley to do a bit of her own reflecting after a botched undercover mission in Italy. After all, it’s always good to be home. But
Caroline and her brother Mike have to decide what to do with the assets they’ve inherited – the ice cream shop as well as the farm
they grew up on – and they’ve never seen eye to eye. Trouble begins to swirl as Riley is spooked by reports of a stranger
camping behind the farm and by the odd behavior of the shop’s mascot, Caroline’s snooty Persian, Sprinkles. When Mike turns
up dead in the barn the morning after the funeral, the peace and quiet of Penniman seems upended for good. Can Riley find the
killer before another body gets scooped?
Marja-Liisa Vartio (1924-1966) is considered one of the foremost innovators of consciousness representation in Finnish post-war
modernism. Mysterious Minds, the first study to examine this subject in depth, explores the portrayal of fictional minds in her
novels. The volume suggests alternative methods for reading Vartio's fictional minds not only as private, solipsistic, and selfreflective consciousnesses, but also as social, collective, and interconnected entities. These intermental minds sometimes remain
unreadable and mysterious even to the characters of her novels themselves. The volume is an enjoyable and beneficial read both
for students and scholars sharing an interest in recent cognitive and affective narrative studies, and for anyone interested in
Vartio's work.
Life is a journey on unknown roads to unidentified love and unseen situations. What will you do if you face an uncertain situation in
your life? Will you go ahead or take a step back? On what basis will you take the decision? The Journey of Unexplored Love is a
story of a girl named Piya, who is gorgeous, lovable, fearless, passionate worker and believes in living larger than life. She is the
creative head of a travel channel based in Mumbai. She goes on a professional Kashmir trip, which turns into a life altering roller
coaster ride thus becoming a dive into an ocean full of excitement, happiness and gush of emotions for her and her trainee that
changes her life forever. Now, she has got stuck in such a situation where she does not know what to do next. She is strong yet
broken. She has her heart in Kashmir and life in Mumbai. Who will win her over? Be a part of this intriguing journey and see the
story unfold.

A collection of the author's lesser-known writings includes stories, personal reminiscences, previously deleted excerpts
from her diary, and an unfinished novel composed while she was hidden from the Nazis.
Once again, women are on the march. And since its inception in the 19th century, the women's movement has
harnessed the power of images to transmit messages of social change and equality to the world. From highlighting the
posters of the Suffrage Atelier, through the radical art of Judy Chicago and Carrie Mae Weems, to the cutting-edge work
of Sethembile Msezane and Andrea Bowers, this comprehensive international survey traces the way feminists have
shaped visual arts and media throughout history. Featuring more than 350 works of art, illustration, photography,
performance, and graphic design—along with essays examining the legacy of the radical canon—this rich volume
showcases the vibrancy of the feminist aesthetic over the last 150 years.
"The fulfilled renown of Moby-Dick and of As I Lay Dying is augmented by Blood Meridian, since Cormac McCarthy is the
worthy disciple both of Melville and Faulkner," writes esteemed literary scholar Harold Bloom in his Introduction to the
Modern Library edition. "I venture that no other living American novelist, not even Pynchon, has given us a book as
strong and memorable." Cormac McCarthy's masterwork, Blood Meridian, chronicles the brutal world of the TexasMexico borderlands in the mid-nineteenth century. Its wounded hero, the teenage Kid, must confront the extraordinary
violence of the Glanton gang, a murderous cadre on an official mission to scalp Indians and sell those scalps. Loosely
based on fact, the novel represents a genius vision of the historical West, one so fiercely realized that since its initial
publication in 1985 the canon of American literature has welcomed Blood Meridian to its shelf. "A classic American novel
of regeneration through violence," declares Michael Herr. "McCarthy can only be compared to our greatest writers."
After Cindy fails to end Meri's reign of terror for the Alpha Beta Delta sorority, she stumbles upon Meri's secret diary and
finally figures out how to use Meri's conniving tactics against her.
Cindy's life is transformed when she arrives at college and is invited to join a sorority, but when Meri, one of its most
popular sisters, becomes jealous of her bad things soon start happening for the new-and-improved Cindy.
Indiana University, September 1963. Meri Henriques, a naïve freshman from New York, arrives on campus thinking
she’s about to enroll at an idyllic Midwestern college. Instead, she discovers a storm is brewing. An intriguing cast of
characters inhabits Meri’s new and often troubled world: Katherine “Pixie” Gates, Meri’s charming and quirky
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roommate; Rachel, brilliant and sarcastic fellow New Yorker; Daniel, a tough radical with a tender heart; folk singer Derek
Stone, Meri’s crush; and Shennandoah Waters, a white coed who only dates black men or exotic foreigners, much to her
ultra-conservative parents’ horror. Over the course of Meri’s first year at college, tragedy strikes twice: John Kennedy is
assassinated, and a young, black IU basketball player is castrated and thrown into a ditch—murdered for dating a white
coed. And finally, that year’s commencement ceremonies bring an infamous symbol of white supremacy to campus,
endangering anyone who dared to protest—thrusting Meri into the middle of violent and escalating racial tensions. Vivid
and compelling, Hoosier Hysteria is a timely story of prejudice and political unrest that, today more than ever before,
must be told.
The book A Daughters Diary expresses the beautiful emotional bond of a sweet father-daughter relationship. Dr.Sia
Singh, the daughter was fortunate to spend special moments with an extraordinary person in her life, her father-Late Dr.
Naveen Singh. She narrates that how her fathers ideals have influenced her and how he inculcated his values in her. No
matter how hard the time may be or how worse the situation is, his teachings have guided her to be a better person. She
being a different individual was loved to be called a carbon copy of her father. Being the apple of her fathers eye, she
was forever very precious for him. Sias life had lots of twists and turns, out of them few being good and few being not so
good. But in total these experiences have made her grow as a person and become a responsible individual. She was
fortunate to be brought up with love and care of her family. But as they say, sometimes it takes sadness to know
happiness, noise to appreciate silence and absence to value presence. One never realizes that small gestures, small
talks in our daily routine can become a memory in future. The memories which one would like to re-live each time, just to
relish that happiness once again and get relief from the pain. Sia lost the most important person from her life and here
she shares her memories to express her love and respect for her dad. Its her tribute to her father for being the greatest
dad in the world.
This hugely popular international bestseller is being repackaged and rebranded as the leading title in the C.S. Lewis
Signature Classics range. One of the most popular and beloved introductions to the concept of faith ever written, Mere
Christianity has sold millions of copies worldwide. The timeless questions of spirituality which Lewis raises will have
resonance with a new generation of readers. Mere Christianity brings together Lewis's legendary broadcast talks of the
war years, talks in which he set out simply to 'explain and defend the belief that has been common to nearly all Christians
at all times.' Rejecting the boundaries that divide Christianity's many denominations, C.S. Lewis provides an unequaled
opportunity for believers and nonbelievers alike to hear a powerful, rational case for the Christian faith. This scintiallating
collection confirms C.S. Lewis's reputation as one of the leading writers and thinkers of our age.
Travel Writing. Cultural Studies. For one hot week in June of 1995, poet Ron Padgett toured little-known, isolated
Albania, in the company of five fellow American and several Albanian writers and editors. With his lively interest in
languages, keen eye for detail, and growing sympathy for the difficulties of the long, repressive period from which Albania
was just emerging, Padgett documents the country's sights and sounds, its people and places, and its many surprises.
His deft prose shines a clear light on this enigmatic country and its fiercely proud people, so hospitable to strangers, so
potentially explosive among themselves. Ron Padgett serves as Publications Director of Teachers & Writers
Collaborative and teaches Imaginative Writing at Columbia University.
Join the Ghostbusters as they fight some ghoulish creatures in this kid-friendly official picture book adaptation of the
classic film Setting: New York City. Kid scientists Peter Venkman, Ray Stantz, and Egon Spengler are investigating
ghosts and other paranormal activity in the city. They see their first ghost (Slimer) in the NYC Public Library and that
leads them to create the Ghostbusters, setting up their "club" in an old firehouse. Soon, business is booming as the kids
are recruited to capture ghosts throughout the city. Winston Zeddemore and Janine Melnitz become the club’s first two
important additions. But there is something sinister happening at an apartment building and the Ghostbusters must put a
stop to it (and the Stay Puft marshmallow man) before the city is overrun with ghouls.
The Secret Garden by Frances Hodgson Burnett from Coterie Classics All Coterie Classics have been formatted for ereaders and
devices and include a bonus link to the free audio book. “Where you tend a rose my lad, a thistle cannot grow.” ? Frances
Hodgson Burnett, The Secret Garden The Secret Garden is a classic children’s novel about a little girl who goes to live with her
uncle and discovers a great secret.
A Major Activity Of The Sahitya Akademi Is The Preparation Of An Encyclopaedia Of Indian Literature. The Venture, Covering
Twenty-Two Languages Of India, Is The First Of Its Kind. Written In English, The Encyclopaedia Gives A Comprehensive Idea Of
The Growth And Development Of Indian Literature. The Entries On Authors, Books And General Topics Have Been Tabulated By
The Concerned Advisory Boards And Finalised By A Steering Committee. Hundreds Of Writers All Over The Country Contributed
Articles On Various Topics. The Encyclopaedia, Planned As A Six-Volume Project, Has Been Brought Out. The Sahitya Akademi
Embarked Upon This Project In Right Earnest In 1984. The Efforts Of The Highly Skilled And Professional Editorial Staff Started
Showing Results And The First Volume Was Brought Out In 1987. The Second Volume Was Brought Out In 1988, The Third In
1989, The Fourth In 1991, The Fifth In 1992, And The Sixth Volume In 1994. All The Six Volumes Together Include Approximately
7500 Entries On Various Topics, Literary Trends And Movements, Eminent Authors And Significant Works. The First Three
Volume Were Edited By Prof. Amaresh Datta, Fourth And Fifth Volume By Mohan Lal And Sixth Volume By Shri K.C.Dutt.
Max Pechstein (1881–1955) is one of the most prominent German artists of the twentieth century, not least because of his crucial
role in the breakthrough of German Expressionism. This long overdue biography combines the portrayal of an outstanding artistic
personality with the story of an individual German who struggled through the political upheavals of his time. Pechstein's work is
presented in the cultural context of museum politics and art associations, art dealers and critics, market forces and cultural trends.
AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A READ WITH JENNA TODAY SHOW BOOK CLUB PICK! “Brave, fresh . . .
unforgettable.”—The New York Times Book Review “A celebration of girls who dare to dream.”—Imbolo Mbue, author of Behold the
Dreamers (Oprah’s Book Club pick) Shortlisted for the Desmond Elliott Prize and recommended by The New York Times, Marie
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Claire, Vogue, Essence, PopSugar, Daily Mail, Electric Literature, Red, Stylist, Daily Kos, Library Journal, The Everygirl, and Read
It Forward! The unforgettable, inspiring story of a teenage girl growing up in a rural Nigerian village who longs to get an education
so that she can find her “louding voice” and speak up for herself, The Girl with the Louding Voice is a simultaneously
heartbreaking and triumphant tale about the power of fighting for your dreams. Despite the seemingly insurmountable obstacles in
her path, Adunni never loses sight of her goal of escaping the life of poverty she was born into so that she can build the future she
chooses for herself – and help other girls like her do the same. Her spirited determination to find joy and hope in even the most
difficult circumstances imaginable will “break your heart and then put it back together again” (Jenna Bush Hager on The Today
Show) even as Adunni shows us how one courageous young girl can inspire us all to reach for our dreams…and maybe even
change the world.
Please note that all blank pages in the book were chosen as part of the design by the publisher. A good street photographer must
be possessed of many talents: an eye for detail, light, and composition; impeccable timing; a populist or humanitarian outlook; and
a tireless ability to constantly shoot, shoot, shoot, shoot and never miss a moment. It is hard enough to find these qualities in
trained photographers with the benefit of schooling and mentors and a community of fellow artists and aficionados supporting and
rewarding their efforts. It is incredibly rare to find it in someone with no formal training and no network of peers. Yet Vivian Maier is
all of these things, a professional nanny, who from the 1950s until the 1990s took over 100,000 photographs worldwide—from
France to New York City to Chicago and dozens of other countries—and yet showed the results to no one. The photos are amazing
both for the breadth of the work and for the high quality of the humorous, moving, beautiful, and raw images of all facets of city life
in America’s post-war golden age. It wasn’t until local historian John Maloof purchased a box of Maier’s negatives from a
Chicago auction house and began collecting and championing her marvelous work just a few years ago that any of it saw the light
of day. Presented here for the first time in print, Vivian Maier: Street Photographer collects the best of her incredible, unseen body
of work.
At the outer edge of the galaxy, a great explorer ship with a crew of thousands has crash landed on Philo, a small, bare,
uninhabited planet offering scant resources. Unable to rise again or make contact with anyone, the interstellar explorers are forced
to become settlers. Given what they have to work with, they are hugely successful. A thousand years later, their now severely
overpopulated planet has developed new concerns. Eighteen-year-old Anika Berlen flees for her life from the dreaded Machtpolis,
the arm of their totalitarian government. Her crime? Failure to be adequately productive. She is addicted to the Scenics,
holographic pictures of planet Earth brought by the original explorer-settlers. Stirred by these vivid images of her people's long-lost
past and her deep desire to experience that lost world first hand, her work suffers, and she is selected for elimination. Anne Kohl
moved to Colorado from California in early 1999. She had no quarrel with her home state, but wished merely to widen her
experience. Prior to that move, she earned a Bachelor of Arts Degree from the University of California, Davis, where she
graduated Magna Cum Laude, elected to Phi Kappa Phi and Phi Beta Kappa. Anne later received a Master's Degree in Social
Welfare from the University of California at Berkeley. Armed with these credentials, she aims to warp time and stretch distance,
dragging her readers along with her. Long intrigued by the creativity and imaginative ideas found in science fiction, Anne has
incorporated these qualities into her own writing. Formerly a Realtor, a Psychiatric Social Worker, and a Programmer Analyst, she
has raised four children, published short stories and sold her original award-winning paintings. This diversity of experience
provides a variety of unusual writing perspectives.
A selection of poems from the past 500 years focuses on evocations of love and combines elegant and restrained haiku with lively
senryu poems that explore all aspects of romantic love with humor, satire and compassion, in a volume that includes selections
from best-known Japanese classic writers, female poets, contemporary poets and new translations.
The book is written about a small town girl who dreams a lot, she is not aware about the real world when she teenage she started
to “HATE BOYS” because of his father and the boys behaviour,She admire that marriage is worst concept, Saadi=Barbadi but
also she felt in love she loves a boy as last as madness. she wait for him daily to watch him without knowing his name but it was
one sided she lost but try to move behind carrier and lastly a real angel comes and love her who became everything who became
the world for the girl…” “The boy teach him the real love “ and she get married with him finally after long issue with her
father.Because her father was against Love.
Poetry Book
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